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Dear friend, fellow compatriots,
Today we are experiencing an unprecedented health crisis. A crisis that could affect us first, but especially our families and friends living in
Algeria.
As Algerians living abroad, we can also contribute to the fight and prevention of this pandemic.

How will you tell me? Before answering let me first give you some figures.
Algeria has more than 40 million inhabitants with 9.5% of the population over 65 years old (source Algerian Ministry of health). This is the
segment of the population with the highest risk of having acute compilations due to Covid-19. However, let us keep in mind that more and
more young people with no medical history die from these complications in countries such as Italy, France or Spain.
Faced with these complications it is necessary that the hospital be equipped with intensive care units for a good care of the patients.
Today, my dear friends, we come to you to ask for your help, as Algerian citizens for a human action having no political color but only
humanitarian.
The association AAPFA in Algeria appeals to other associations established abroad and in Algeria and to benefactors for an online jackpot in
order to collect the necessary funds to buy artificial respirators and thus equip the most destitute hospitals facing this crisis, especially
hospitals in the most remote regions of Algeria.
You too can participate in this action, which we hope will help save lives.
We remain available to answer all your questions about the project and the purchase of equipment. Contact us on the website of the aapfa
in Algeria:
Dr AHMED BENSOULTANE Yacine
AAPFA National Coordinator

https://www.helloasso.com/associations/aapfa/collectes/aidons-contre-le-covd-19-enalgerie?fbclid=IwAR0Z_OxtdrNphiAWaa78aHVF9v8nQ0GT3dO1qy4qxccV_UYdZty7m6QinII
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